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· Cats and robbers
through impo-r tant phone an q com~
puter lines near the Center. She said that by
Tuesday morning, Buildings and Grounds
wasabletorepaiimos tofthedamage."This
could have been a disaster situation if gas
lines were present in the ground," said

· · SPORTS

. .v.~' . . .

· ·'.-··. .~omputer Center.
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S~~I cat s_
t rut
-The student reported the incident toSecti_- rity, but by the time the officer r~~ponded,
In a less destructive, butcqually,dramatic
the perpe~at6rs had left. The next morning inCident, -Security spent the weekend initwasdiscovered.that theyhadpried.opena volvcain the apprehension of a stray cat.
plate to get to the machine's controls. ~e._ Lat~ last Friday night, a student in Cruger
extent of the damage they caused was nof Village was accidentally bitten while feedrealized until later that afternqon, when ing a black and white stray cat. Concerned
problems with the phone and computer sys- - that the ca:t may have had rabies, the student
terns were discovered.
--· - -·
asked Security to help catch the animal.
Squillace confirmed that the vandals ha_d ·- Squi.llace said that her office tried to con-
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tact various agencies·ranging from the Department of Health to different veterinary
agencies to the Dutchess County Sheriff's ·
Department for assistance in this matter.
'There arc no clear guidelines for cats," said
Squillace. "So we did not get any assistance
from any of these agencies."
"It came down to one of my officers and
myself physically c'a tching the animal," reported Squillace. The cat ·was finally caught
on Sunday after being lured by a bowl 0f
~lk for several hours. Squillace said th .1t the
cat "ate pretty good that day'' and "didn't
looksickinanyway." A county sheriff o.ffkrr
arri~ed to destroy the animal, but he agret.--d
that it looked healthy and did not shcx...,t the
cat.
On Monday, they brought the cat tl'' th~.~
America~ Society for lh9 Prevcnti0n 0t
Cruelty to Animals. The veterinarians there
confirme~ that the ca~ did not exhibit ·a ny
; cl~ar indications of sickness.
If the cat had not been caught, the student
'
continutd on p.Jge 2
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Classifieds &
.

-

persona~
s
-

Were no si~ of forced entry, so the P~t- Hope -all is well. Sorry I with a good sense of humor -~md
perpebator(s) probably had a key. haven't written yet. Been very an easy-going nature. Assholes ·
The very n:ext day the lock was busy with the paper. Will write need not apply. -Box 605
changed, and that night two stones soon. Love, Jeana.
wete thrown through a window of
Responsible, well-groomed intheplant
Hudsonia wants reusable dividual sought by a daring
The same evenmg, Security re- (clean, u~ one side only) letter- sybaritic couple in need of hired
ceived a report that people were size file · folders and 3x5" index help/Personal valet, applicants
carrying
bolt-cutters cards; also a Kayak paddle. Please should poSsess a zeal for serving
aroundTewksbwyand the call ext.273 Or 274.
cocktails_,a love for Peruvian
Ravines. Squillace said that stimulants, and a subservient deoolt-O.tttersare.~ to steal
For sale: 1989 Kawasaki meanor: Competitive salary. For
.bikes, and wh~ Security EXSOO-Only 3,000 miles, great applications call 752-7435 Ask for
re5p()nded, the suspects condition, saddle bags. Must sell. Oscar or Annette or, respond to
dropped thecuttersandleft Please call Judy at ext. 435 or 758- box 784.
·
in their vehicle. 1he officer 5286.
-was unable to get the liFOR SALE: 9 used, but still us~
cense plate of the vehicle,
Wanted: Used IBM/compatible, able golf clubs with bamboo
but the bolt-cu~ aie in 386/J!86,superVGA,8 0+MegHD, handles. $9 If interested, calr758Security's
custody. 2+Meg RAM. Printer would be . 0772.
Squillace said that she was nice. Box 880 Or 757-2310.
·
not Certain if the ioodent at
H. Your love and support have
thewaterplimtandthatone
Writers & ph()tograpJ:lers helped bring me through a Jot,
Vandals and burglars
were related. .
needed- to work on the Bard An- Thank-you. Yours, for as long as
Regardingthererenttheft nual Sketchbook staff! Interested your willing to put up with me, H~
.
. ..
' ..
Squillace -reported
-~of a sfudent's extremely peopleshouldcontact UsaKereszi
that parties in Robbins this
"I would hate tQ 5ay that we expensive bkycle from outside his - (7053) for photography, or Malia
You Putz! W~tch out you
weekend were the -scene of ex- can't have_.any more parties ou!· - oWn rootri on the second floor of Du Mont (7581) for writing or philosohunk; you-th¢ wadqling
tensive vandalism. Fire-crackers there," she explained. '~But the Robbins,Squillacesaid,''Ik.nowsev- layout & design. ·
muscle leprechaun may be dead
were set. off, which burned
students really nave tO fake ~me eralstudentsareveryupsetaboutthe
buthecanalwayscraw lback, piss ·
rug and floor, _while setting <?ff responsibilities for their actions." door5·to-thedoimSbeinglocked,but
Car for sale! Ugly, but reliable on your eyeballs, and skullfuck
~~fire alarm. A window i~ the
The water treatment" plant off thisisaperfeCtexalnp lewtmifthe Dodge Colt 1984 w/65,000miles you! Or wouldnlt that be the
!ounge was alsabrokeri.
. ~lit1lew00d Road wasa.Jso the 5cene - ~<J<?iS ha~ !Jeen ~'-this incident $600 negotiable. Call 752-7289. neighbody thing to ~o? Anyway
: ~'Anoth~r concern is that if we . of vandalism recently. Squillace nlightnotnavehapPeried."SquillaCe AI sa for sale, Flom; Rug: subtle _ it's a skull numbing experience
had to get emergency vehicles into oonfirmed that someone got into the c:onfinlirlthatthistheftwasreported · mauve color, Almost New. $15
watching Jason Priestly tied up in
the area, wewouldnothavebe en buildinglastweekandtamperedwith .. totheStatePolice,buttherehavenot
a bikini in a boat with an injured
. able to ~o so ~use cars were . tte eontrols. She sta~ ~t there been too many o~ problemS with
Help Wanted! Children's En- borg calling his Aunt Nan~y. . .
· ·. · · ·
· ··· : '" < ·-··-· ·.. _lost or
·· tertairunent Agency Now Hiring
·--..--.
.
·. .- .. - ·:· ~- --~: _:;· - --- ~·~ ~~- -- .~:;j~~~~~~!i~~~~ local talented, reliable, and ener"This llght is here to ~p you .
•,.- . .
-·- . .
---- · ·- · : ~ ·: '- -~~.;~;;_, ._,..~, . ~ .. -:;;:~~-~
getic people. Excellent pay. Must warm, this song is here to keep you
have a car. (914) 758~084.
strong." I turned on the light and
I'm iilways singing-but where are
· "We cater To .
Shy, quiet, tall, brown-skinned you? Please come find me soon!
WE ARE A HIGHeQ.UALITv, STATE·
Cowards"
female is looking for a; straight Iriexperienced but willing ok, so it
OF-THE-ART, GENERAL DENTAl
male companion who is funny, would probably work best if you
PRACTICE. WE PRACTICE
interesting, and talkative. I love were a boy (like me), but mostly it
STRICTEST HEAT ·ITERLIZATION
PROCEDURES FOR ~PATIENT•.
alternative & rap musk long talks would be nice justto have someone
WE PRACTICE WITH CARE l
& moonlite walks. Assholcs need to share kisses and stars and stuffed
CONCERN IN A .PAIN-FREE • .
not apply. Open-minded men animalsandmyblanki eswith.Box
FRI~NDLY, Mfl ENVIRONMENr.
only -Box 1242
. 588 Neither homophobes nor _ .
heterophobes need ~pply. __ .
. . THE SMILE STUDIO
TEACHING PIANO Ania (914)
758-6822 ext. 355
Note all; names & box-numbers must be included on requests
Feisty~ beautiful, wavy-haired, for classifieds&personals . We'll
petite brunette with a spectacu~ leave it 9ut of print if you want,
larJy diverse music . coHection but this info is necessa.r,Y ·i f you
seeksdown-to~arth,decisiveguy want your submission in.

and a Security officer scratched
whiletryingtocatch thecatwould
have had to go through the painJut process of rabies treatments.
Even so, the animal will be under
close observation for the_next ten
days to ensure that it does not _.sho-W_a_!ly symptoms. Squillace
said that $40 was. do_nated to the ASPCA so
that ·. the cat can be
ac:\9pted once its health
is confirmed.
- ~'You Ca.n never be too · ·
safe when it comes to
animals," explained
Squillace. "'Rabi~· is on
the decline, but it is very
important that you do
not approach str~nge
ani~als who inight not
have ~n inocUlated."

parked on -b oth sides of the road
going into Robbins," said
Squi~lace. She Said that :there is
some cohcetn about future parbeing held in Robbins, and
she will be meeting with the Dean·
of Students Office to see that this
do~sn't happen again. -
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ATTENTION DENTAL COWARDS!
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DR. LARRY
Ivy teague & hospital
residency trained
Member of American
D~ntal Associa_~ion ·
Smce 1981. .
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Aspartofthedehatebegunlast · · attendedcollegefrom1970to1990,
spring on the issue of imple- dealt also with general attitudes
menting a multicultural-ethnic ofminoritystudentstowardstheir
studies pro- academic curriculum and how it
gramat Bard, affected their performance. The
the
MES two main ideas that developed
Task Force, out of her research were "race as
on the 17th a social construction," and "race
and 18th of a.Sperformance." Thesetwoideas,
September, as Willie explained, were influconducted a enced by her exposure to gender
lecture and theorists, and the idea that "sex
open forum roles and identities are constantly
session. On Friday the 17th, Pro- negotiated, ancJ. altered, or rather
fessor Sarah Willie of Colby socia1ly constructed." Just as
College initiated the two-day "manand.w omanaresocialroles"
event with a lecture entitled to be played, Willie reasoned,
'"When We Were Black: Fror_n "blackandwhite;'alsocanbeseen
IdentitytoPerformancea~dBack as "roles or relations in the perAgain." Willie is a doctoral can- sonal and institutio~al system of
didate in the field of sociology at race." Although there is criticism
Northwestem University. Her of the ''sex-role theory' because it
lecturewasbasedonherresearch -· ignores tlnequal relations due to
findingsand thesis, which focuses class difference, Willie eXplained
on minority academic perfor- that the term "role" is central to
mance at institutions of higher her argument because it.empbaeducation. She began her discus- sizes uperfonnance asoppo~ to
sion by praising Bard and its at- inescapability."
·
tempt at a new multiculturalDestiny or Expectation?
ethnic studies program, stating,
Willie went on to state that the
"few colleges have attempted to ideas of race as social construct
take . _the
. reality
of and performance oppose the more
multiculturalism as seriously as narrow biological view of "[in[Bard) is now taking [it) ... Keep herited] physical characteristics."
your eyes on the prize for a more
strict categorizations of '~eaccurate .history, a wider litera- . groid,
Mongoloid
and
ture, [and] a new philosophy." . Caucasoid,'' Willie explained, inWillie's lecture, while mainly cludethosewho''occupyallthree
dealing with interviews and re- spaces simultaneously," and assearchofAfrican-Americans who sume that the most dominant

The

...

Thursday~

8::00

Septexnber 30,. 1993

p~11 .. l.e(~tur~

Rlch~'lrd
.L._
Schtnal~nstut ~
.Profess-or
of
Econo.-ni.cs'J i\lfred · P. Sloan School of
!vtanag:enletit,.
Massachusetts
Institute
of
~rechnologylt will be giving a lecture on "Recent
Development...~~) in Ette.r gy iu'ld Environmental
Policy\'•.

physic a 1
characteristics dictate
race identification.
· "Students
and professors of sodology," Willie stated,
"agree that
[race] is negotiated or
socially constructed,and
yet [race] is
continually
treated like
sex and age,
. as descriptive characteristics.i;
"The.-implication is
thatofraceas
a biological
destiny, nota
sodaf expectation."
. In order to . understand
can-American student populafully -the idea of race as perfor- tion. On the other hand, an alummance, Willie interviewed sixty nus from Howard, also from a
AfriCan-American alumni of white affluent neighborhood,
''historically black" Howard Uni- stated that he ''assumed that an
versi ty and "predominantlY ·_all-black student body would be
white"-Northwestern University. narrow," but found that the cam~~~lie found that although par- pus was surprisingly diverse, and
t1crpantsallwereofthesameeth- that he ucould introduce other
nic gro~p, they spoke di.ff~r~Uy black people to an expanded unon the tssue of race. Wtllie con- derstanding of what it meant to
duded that "depending on where, be black in America.''
when and with whom we live,
Willie, in speaking of her own
ourdefinitions[ofrace]vary."One experience at a predominantly
of the a_Jumni fro~ ~ow~d, now white college, stated that "she bean engmeer and livmg m a pre- gantoperforminawaythatwould
dominantly white neighborhood, invert the racial expectations that
stated that "school gave me my others had of [her]."Because of
lifestyle ... everyone has to do it "race expectation, there is a fear,
their own way."
"that by not acting black or not
"Being black," the alumnus acting white, (the person] will not ·
said, "is not wearing your 'h air a be recognized as human."Willie ·
certain way, or changing your . went on to say that for some "to
narne,goingonmarches,orread- resist race expectations, ... is to
ing this or caring about that." face the possibility of death."
Williedeso:ibedhis view of racial
In conclusion to her lecture
identity as forward lookiilg, and Willie stated that, although rae~
more focused on who he is at expectations can be damaging,
present, than of his past.
there is some ~~elasticity" within
To Be ~lack in America
th~ expectations, which she beIn interviews with two alumni lieves were "fundamental in
ofNorthwestem, Willie found that helping the alumni in the study
one felt ''being black meant being fonn larger expectations of and
in a very dose group," while the towards themselves." The lecture
other, who grew up in a white was followed by a question and
affluent neighborhood, related answer period, in which the isfeelings of isolation from the Afri- suesofraceand performance were

more

furtherdiscussed.ltishoped that,
through this and similar discussions on the "intellectual and politicalissues" of multiculturalism,
a comprehensive MES program
can be implemented at Bard. V'
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At this time of the year., the
Hudsonriverand its adjacent bays
are arguably at their most beautiful. There is
something
majestic
the
about
water in autumn.. asif the
river were
soaking up
last
the
warmth befor~ ~a long winter. Standing on
the shore- oi'ev{m driving over
the Rhinecliff bridge - there is a
great sense_of the motion of time
and ~asons passing.
- if you really 'want to know a '
ri':"er.. though.. you have to get out
on it, so I recently paddled out on
Sou~Ti~oli Bay with two good
friend-s. The plan was for us to
meet a~other ~t of friends by
canoe near Cruger Island. There
was 'something damn channing
aboutthatidea. We were all pretty
smittened by H.. smitten enough
anyway to squeeze three people
into a one--person canoe.
_ Now I don"t know if you have
ever seen a one-person canoe.
Oddly enough, they are designed
for one persOn. There is a seat in
the middle and a crossbar which
of be a seat tOward the
could
bow, and then at the stem is this
cramped little area shaped like a
V. This was my place., the rear, the
place from which the canoe
- woUld, theoretically, be steered.
I don't normally like to complain., especially since I had volunteered to sit there, but there is
something about having your
ankles bent double beneath you
. that changes a person. I become
_incessantly whiny. My relative
coinfort became infinitely more
important than such unspoken
canoe laws as 11Canoes can tip" if
you move too much" or "canoes
can-tip very easily'' if you nearly
stand up trying to gefsome blood
back in your shins. I also found it
~ difficult to give much of a damn
whether we were going particu- larly straight, which caused
problems. UsuaUy, however, I
could be cajoled into actually
payirtg a modicum of interest to
our eventual destination, and so
we-labOriously made our way
through Sotith Bay.
In the Spring, the TivoJi Bays
are crystalline expanses of melted
. ~ . snbw run-off. In the fall, they are
~--- . clOgged full of water chestn~ts.
1bese wat_e r chestnuts (or devil

sort

pods) are non-native Eurasian
species which are carried into the
Hudson, probclbly by cargo ships
travelling the river. Now they
form a somewhat impenetrable
barrier of what looks like kelp,
but smells like the rot usually associated with swamps or eutrophication. In addition, there is
this green scum that resembles
pea soup, as well as pods themselves, which are pretty nasty
looking and have these long barbs
that can cut you up pretty well if
you step on them. My friend Ron
swears that they-are tasty, though,
if you don't mind a few PCB's
(polychloryl biphenyls) or some
DDT from the silt in your diet.
Ron doesn't seem to. As a testimonial to the relative safety of
Hudson River cuisine, he told me·
about the old, toothless man that
he met one day while walking the
shore. According to Ron, this fella
swore that, '-'It's alright, I just go
ahead and eat the fish right out of
the damn river. I don't worry
about no PCP's."
E\Celltually, we made it out of
the chestnuts and into the canals
which wind their way through
the m-ass of vegetation. Through
one of these canals, we m~de it to
the three railroad bridges which
connect the South Bay to the
Hudson propet. I tis through these
three bridges that the South Bay
becomes tidal as the water levels
fluctuate with the current in the
Hudson. At low tide, the South
Bay-is nothing but mud. If you
don't check the tide charts, there
is nothing to do but wait twelve
hours or get the heck out in neck
deep mud and push .
Once you make it out to the
river itself, the waves_pick up, not

to mention the volume of boats.
Jetskies(probablyoneoftheworst
polluting devices ever invented like a Buick I once owned, they
can't hold their oil) come zipping
right by, and the occasional speed
boat will leave you in a wake..
which can make things pretty exciting in a canoe. We had in fact
just been buzzed pretty closely
when I spotted my friends Doug
and Ron coming around the tip of
Cruger Island in Doug's canoe.
Doug's canoe was beautiful, an
old cedar canoe that he had just
finished refurbishing himself.
Doug was living out every occasional camper's dream. He had
found himself a little spot that no

Hudson. We rubbed the green
mud onto our bodies, painting
ourselves and arranging the long
green strands of the water chestnut fronds as necklaces and
crowns. We swam out to one of
the monitoring platforms and
dried ourselves in the sun. AU in
all, it was a beautiful day.
After a while, the two of us (yes,
we pawned one of our original
crew members off on Doug)
spread our legs out in the luxuriously spacio-us one-person canoe
and paddled toward the South
Bay and home.
About a weekafterall this, I heard
. from a mutual friend that Tom's·
shelter, had been ransacked by
vandals. His shelter had been
hacked up and destroyed, his food
one seemed tocareaboutand built dumped into his clothes and slee~
himself a shelter that he was liv- ing bag, and his large container of
ingin. The shelter was big enough honey had been poured over his
to sleep two, although Doug lived few books and justabout everything
alone, and he had a fire pit for else they could find. The canoe that
cooking as well as for al_l his other he had spent weeks refurbishing,
supplies. It was straight out of truit we _had all stood around adThoreau, a stab against modem miring, had been punctured in
urbanity for all of us who quietly sev~ral places by a large spike. Of
despaired.
his meager possessions, almost
We pulled the canoes ashore, nothing was left untouched. The
allowing me to get out and stretch destruction was senseless buttotal.
I suppose' that that is the thing
my legs. After I was pretty satisfied that everyone knew exactly about stabbing at modem urbanhow uncomfortable I had been, ity: it always seems to find a way to
and I felt that they had expressed stab back. I am glad that Thoreau .
an ample amount of pity, we isn'talivetohearaboutit,although
stripped down and swam in the I imagine that he wouldn't have
~
warm September water of the ~nmumsurpri&rl.

Pea~ebomb
These secluded Bard eampus was
not at a loss of live talent last Friday
night 'The Peacebomb and A.D concert literally
started with
an explosion
andcontinut:rl
to rock for
hours.
Peacebomb,
afive:menilier
bandoriginating in New
_
Yor~ iriunediately inspired Bard's
toes to start tapping. The Ban:f audience was tremendously responsive
to the style Peacebomb produced.
1hemusicwasamixtureofhardrock
andanaltemativesouncl.ltwaseasy
to dance to and pleased the crowd
enough to receive thundering a~
plause during the pauses in the
middle of songs. The upbeat tempo
was produced by such instruments
as rowbellj a whistle, drums, bass

. ;. ·.

and A.D review

and rhythm guitars.
1llere was then a shortbreak while
A.D set up Uleir stage.
The Bard audience doubled at the
first sound from A.D. The four
member band, also from New York,
involved the audience brilliantly as
theaudienceslamdancedandmoved
energetically to AD's music.
AnthonyW. DeMore, lead vocalist
of A.D, laughed into the mike and
told the audience that if they didn't
cahndown,someonewouldgethurt.
The crossover _between rap and
liverockobviouslywired theBardians
as they chanted for an encore, and an
enrore after the first.
I got the chance to speak to both
Peacebomband A.Daftertheconcert
and got an extremely positive and
satisfied response. BOth bands commented thattheaudiencetheycould
see atthefrontwa5a wild and enthusiastic crowd that encouraged
Peacebomb and AD to rock even

harder.
If you're afraid that you missed an
amazingly live night, well, you did.
Bun there are several ways to hear
future.
there artists in the
A.D has just released their debut
album on' Enemy Records.
Peacebomb has recorded their first
album, but has not released it as of
yet; hOwever, you may request their
two latest singles on local radio stations.
Tune in next week to receive the
addresses for PeacebOmb and A.trs
mailing lists, and an exclusive Observer interview with both
Peacebomb and AD. Find out what
the combined four Bard graduates
from the bands majored in. Fmd out
why AD was reluctant to tell me
what their initials really stand for,
and why Peacebomb prefers not to
V'
play in clubs and bars.
Watch this space next week!

near

Dead G·oat·Notes ·
.The following column is the opinion and are t~ng to learn more. Wouldn't it.be
property of Gregory Ciaccio, and does. not bct_terifC~sCallanan.applicdhiseffor:ts
necessarilyrepresentthestaffoftheObserver. to learning.Klingon? And then, perha-ps
If you disagree with Mr. Giiu;cio,contact him over the intersessiori; he'could offer intelepathically.
. · · __ .
· · . te~i.ye ~i~gon.
- _
.
_
- This would open the way for Klingon
When I look at the cu_rriculum at our Opera coul'Ses in th~ music department,
allegedly ilLiberal" arts school, it strikes which would help to erase its alien-phomeasbeingincrediblyethnocentric.None bicstigma. PerhapssomeRomulanlitera-:ofthe~o~rsesdeal withanycultitrethatis ture. The economics department could
not (rom Earth. Do we think that we are certainly use a courSe in Feregni business
alon~ in the universe? .
tac~cs if ~arth is ever 'going to become a
First of all, th~re are abso_lut~ly no aliens major player in fhe univer5ai ~con-9mic
among the stuqent body. (Let me remind community. Of course, the applications
you here t}:lat the term 11extra..terrestrial'' pf a universal curriculum in the film de-_
partment :--a re ol,wious. Even
is inherently ali~n-phobic. The
termimpliesanearth-centered
the Sc:ience department could
view. of society. The term was
- ~-~~ ·
toe the line by teaching all the
inyented by old earth men to
t'i*"~
physicscourseswithaScottish
· ;(:~.<
denigrate non-earth peoples
,tt·"t;· 1 - ·accent. A.11d how c()uld the
and accustom earthlings to
· I 7 ' : ~: ~,~ philosphy department pretheir imperiaJistic aims of
~//.. : ·.
,
; \ tend toteachlogicwithoutoffering any Vulcan authors?
colonizingthemoonandother
planets.) The 'a dmissions
t. ·i :. ·:, What's the problem, earthdepartmen~ claims to be di- ·--.. · ·' · · • ' ..;.
·lings?._NeverreadanyVu1can?
\ ~~~ - :~
Thelibr~ryhasmadesome
verse and multicultural, but
_any Vulcan could see that
token efforts 'to implerne~t a
universal curriculum by
thereisno-logicintheirclaims.
SuretheyhaveaMulticilltural
putting the Klingon LanandEthnicStudiesTaskForce
guagedictionaryonreserv:e.
Admission Subcommittee,
The Trek club has also conbutwhatgoodel!Ctheylfthey
tribut,ed by donating a
can only recruit people from
_handful of boo~ on the su~
everyothercontinentqn this planet?Why _ject, but even these arenotorlously eartli- . . · __ _ _ __ . . . _~- . .
not get a few from other planets? If they centric.
Thefood_~rvice,ofc~urse,wo~d_have
were really sincere in _their drive to "en:
hance feC!Uitm~t e_ffort~ to reach out to . tocoll)plybyprov~dingalienfoo-d-forour
and attract a more diverse student p6pu- new visitors. (Althoughlfseems thaflliey
lation" then they would look to such di- have been incorporating alien-meat ii1to
verse secondary schools as Starfleet out standard earth fare already.)
Academy, the Vulcan Science Institute or
However, the best option would be to
any of the fine Bajoran schools~
_ ha~e an Alien Studies major. We have
Of course, few aliens would probably been confined to earth studies for long
want to study here considenng how we · enough. And there is no ~ay we· could
do so 1ittle to address their culture and havea11A1!_enStudiesdepa!tmcntheaded
their needs. There are no Alien Studies by a earthling. Now is the. time for the
departments. In fact, each individual de- college to form~ search committee to hire
partment couid do a little to rectify this a full.:tfme, tenure-track alien professor.
situatjon. .
__
And then we could use a dean for Alien
First of all, assuming ~hat our alien- Mfairs, helping Alien students adjust to
phobic adminstration let an alien come living in an oppressive society on a new
here, how would we communicate with planet light years from home.
them? We need alien languges. Certain
Let us ho~ that the entire college,cari
classics professors on this campus speak pull together behind a universal curricufour or five earth languages already and lum and cease our alien-phobic ways.
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Never had_ Nadine
_
_
by Sean O'Neill
Nadine has a 'IV and a VCR in her room,- so intimate with their body. Except;
and Minh has joined her to -offer co;nsola- haps, Navel Man at the clrcus when she
_tion for her grievirig soul by watching The was five-years old. _ : - _
Prinee of Tides every night for four nights. ·- "~ow did you start buiiding up?" asks
·
It ~s been a painful time for Nadine, who Minh. was jilted by her_ tnie love. ·It has been a · - 'Withmymother'sexerdsebar,"_hesays.
- . pamful time for Minh, who bas had to . _ '1Joyaueveru_5ethose:f>ow~rdrlnkstoget
. ,watch !he _Prince of Tides every night for energyT' asks ~inh.
~- _"Oh,thoseare~bl~foryou:'saysJameS,
four !lights. _ - ~ · _ _ · · -- - . HJ: ~n't get over how he borrowed the . his_eyes lighting up in ~dtement. ~~
cape froin the drama departmet:tt," says have much iron and vitamin 0 in them~
. and tliey11 make your -~ bleed. ·_Those
Nadine. '1t -~as so con~!'g.~ - -They bad just made and bUrnt a voodoo _vitalninmulti.:packs~ be the~. You•ve
doll of ~ . vi!~il\. It ~as Na~i~u~'s "_i_o ea, gi>t t0 be cautious. Say, 'do you· want to jOin
time at the Center? I could -show
It made her feel better. - · - ·. - -_-' few
Sive
~- long ' -yOU-aroun~ th~
~#~Jaibar~ Streisand really
.tip5. hvouldt\'twantyoii tO hiu:tjourselfby.
Mirih. - - '-. - . :~·; .- .
nOSe,"
·.
. ,. ___·_
"Why was I s~ch a fo9IT' say~_ Nadjne~ . _overdoing jt.';

per- -

International News ReView

many

atSomalia. The situation there had
by Joshua Ledwell
In early December 1992, United States sol- tributesforeignpoli~predictEdwquld
diers wearing full battle dress landed on the be characteristic of post-Cold War conflicts.
beaches of a foreign nation. The troo~ were The famine was highly localized, ca~ by
fon::ed to collect themselves in the face of the several petty warlords denying food tO each
merciless legions of the world news media, other's territories. 1he United Nations was
for this was no surprise invasion. Reporters already there, and its relief agencies needed

helptofee4theSomalis.Weevenrerei~.the
government's permission to inlerce4e. _As a
boqus, the terrain was mo5tly desert, open
ground that recalled victory in the Pe,sian
Gulf and helped to dispel flashbacks 'to V_ietnam. F"mally, an effort to fued starving chil- ·
drenwhomArnericanscoulds;.'eontelevision
every night would undoubtedly be p6pWar
domestically. So, under what Bush considered the most favorabl~conditio~ possible,
the Army landed on the beaches of Somalia.
They would easily disann the warlords ,a nd
their militias, and stay only until United Na·"And whywasn;the-honest~." _, _·_·_· .. : '1alrea~yjogtostayinshape,"sa~Minh.
tions peacekeepers w-ere·ready to guard the
- ~.· ..,
''That's really cool:' he~ys. IJAnd you don't
.
food ronvoys.
"You h~ve to put this tragedy behind
~--Best Laid Plans Gone Awry
· ~ · ·- smoke either. So many Bard students don't children,duringtheresultantthree-hourbettle.
you," says Minh.
At least some of the SOmalis, however,
UWe were going to be mamed~" Cries . awreaate the )Dlpartance of having well- - Aftewards;itwasdiffirulttodeterminewhich
·' tui'BibQdy.Butyou'reoreoftheseyegetarians, · among the casualties had been part of Aidid's· have developed the nasty habitofbitingthe
· · · . ··
N~dine. ·
- · hand that feeds them. Their initial gratitude
. · "Get a holp of yourself, woman," 5ays · . aren'tyou?lthinkl've~youalotattheSalad militia. The dead Somalis told IX) tales.
Of co~ fonner President'George Bush hasunderstandablybegun tending towards
· -- . ·- . · ·- -··
·
Minh. 'We ~uld call Braadway up and · bar/' · _· -_ certainlyneverenvisionedthistragiceventas resenbnent after almost nine months of
'~es,buhvrestlerseatlight,too/'say5Mmh.
orde{t~ pizza$ to be delive~ to his
result of his "Opemtiori Restore Hope'' occupation by American and UN soldiers.
· . · :. _ -. 'l'f~ie ~out on lOts of irnJ)orianf- acampaign.Hewasfocusedinsteadonhistrue
_, .
__
room."
- GeneralAidid, whom the US onceostenta. '~o, that Col),y Sprocket guy would -nubiajti;;~gh:'saysJames.-''OnleSsyOO're- - goal: the redefinition of the role of the United tiously included at peace talks among the
probably get them," she w~pers. ·"'At in~forsomesport."
States military. Jn the eleventh~ of his Wal'lords,nowwagesasuccessfulguenilla
:..
had' had the ceremony arid' ----Nacline·screams·minitation.
least if
~dency, Bush was attempting a major waragainsthaplessUNpea~What
'1~ ·- realignment of American foreign policy with went wrong?
broken 5ome glasses, I could w~tch it ov~ . ''Xol!know,_~aciire:;
. . _
OurfailureinSomalialiesinthefailureof
. _isagreatwaytorelievestress.·Youshm.ila by anintel;ventionseeminglymotivatedbypure
. _
and over again on video tape."
Bush'sredefinitionofthe USmilit:ary. They
hllllliiliitarianism.
_A knock co~ at the door. "Come in," it. Itcnew a girl who .•. ''
are still clinging to a need for firePower,
-peace Dividend'r
'~utt!la~thandgetyourm1JSCie..bc:JUri
says Mi.~. '1fi, James. Look, Nadine. It's
AfterthefalloftheBerlinWallsignaledthat which has been ~tral to Army tactics
· ·body the henmitofmyroom,'' shoutS Nadine. Jame5 ~e~ Stop moping."
·- "Hi, James," says Nadine. ''You look - ·'Was ifsomething I said?'' asks James, pUt- the Cold Warwasovei',Americaslowlybe- since the Ovil War. On September 9,,our
· · · · . gantoreali2ethatitsenonnousmilitaryestab- rapid deployment forces deployed rapidly
ting back on his shirt.
.
flushed." . · . - _ _
lishmenthadbeenleftwith verylittlejustifica- enough to fightAidid's militia, but were ill- _.
'ilel,o, ladies. I just came back frOm tile . · ''Site is just a·bit tense," sayS Minh. ~ tion for existeoc'e. The nation became preoc- equipped for a battle fought ·among civil·
maniage_wasbroken~." ·
gym. You, know, working out."
cupied with_the "peace dividend" -the ians.Insteadofteargasorotherriotcontrol
'What marriage?'' shoutS Nadine. '~t resourcesthatcouldbedivertedfromdefense devices, their helicopters carried their stan_'IJle message on his shirt readS, ·'1 Uf(
areyougoingtodo,publishallmyJife'stroubles expendituresnowthattheSovietUnionwas dard loadouts of twenty-millimeter
.
Volvos."
in the Olserver? I Can imagine it. All these sick no longer a threat Bush, on the other hand, nonsandrocketsdesigned to destroy tanks. ·
"Mind if I sit down?'' asks James~
did not want to see the anned forees cut. His Theseareclearlyweapons that do not \i.-nit
Bard students -pklO.ng --up- their oopy every'
~ot at all/' says Nadine.
vaguely d~ ''New World Order'' de- civilian cas~lties, and they are completely
'"You know," says James, ''I just love the ~toknowmyprivatebusiness.Getout,get
on the United States remaining a unsuited for u5e in supposedly friendly
pended
.
peace."
&>me
want
I
out
the
all
when
lifting
-been
I've
3fter
feeling
"Are you on 'birth oontrol, Nadine?'' asks military superpower and oontinuing to sup- Mogadishu. US soldiers will not disarm
wa~~!'lshestomychest.It'sagreatsensaport multinational organizations such as themselves if it means becoming like the
- James. "1 read somewhere that that alwa}'s
_
·
_tion, a natural high." ·
NA'IOand the United Nations. Fortunately UN peacekeepers in the former Yugosla·
·
cranky."
He takes off his shirt to show the fine · makes
forBush,SaddamHus;eindidn'twaitforany via, where '1>lue helmet'' means "target."
''Youmean,~.Ignorarice;thatyou'veactu
definition of his chest, the six-pack look.
ColdWardemobilizationandinvadedKuwait But they cannot win by fighting Aidid as if
Nadine thinks of the song about the guy allyreadsomething?"saysNadine."Thisfrom justintimetosavetheArnericanannedforces. he were Saddam Hussein. Ultimately, fixwith "alpirie-ski chiseled features with a thesameguywho'sbeenatBardforfiveyears
TheBush-otganized,American-led,United ingtheSomal!asituation wasneveraseasy
sort of a blank look that_passes for deep and still hasn't mod~ ted yet!"
Nationsresponsetolraq'sinvasionofKuwait as it seemed to Bush.
Will the Somalis understand that we had
killeq thepeacedividend.Po1icymakers,after
• th.ou'ght ·or at ~east the notion_ that ' '1:t'snotmytawt:' says James. liMy advisor
having seen the events in the newly multipo- to protect our troops withanymeansneces- ·
was on Sabbatical." .
someone's home." That js James.
Jar world were not less, but more likely, to sary, or will they condemn their occupiers
He startS ~o)r.
"Feel this muscle, right here, Nadine,"
require US mili truy action, realized that for the killing of innocent bystanders? The
"There, there, now:' says Minh. ''Don't let
..
·_·. .
he says.
wholesale reduction of the militaty was not realmeasureofhowdifficultitistosupprcss
"'Th.at'sokay;whydon'tyoudoit,Minh?" the cruel girl upset you."
They decided instead to try to guerrillas lies not in the terrain they ha:ve to
acceptable.
really
to
~something
give
to
going
"I'm
·
·
she says.
recast the Anny in a more flexible mold, hide in, but in how much support they
about," growls Nadine.
Minh massages around his pectoral.
creating "rapid deployment'' units. A new enjoy from their populace. Therefore, any
'"Let's go to deKiine and play pinball," says
~As s61id as. concrete, ain't it?" he says.
Arrnyconsistingofthesetypesofunitswould occupying army, however good its inten-· "That'sfromconstantlyrippii\gthemuscle Minh to James.
bemuchmoreeffectiveinperformingpeace- _tions are, must constantly seek to avoid
"Could wehaveicecream?"whirnpetsJames.
- so it becomes more firm. And from ea ~ing
keeping duties or conducting small-scale in- angering the nati vcsif it wants to minimize
lots of 5alad. They really need more greens "I like ice cream after I've been working out."
terventions all over the world. According to the influence of an insurgency. The US
have the
"'Sure/' says Minh. "We can
at tha-t bar in hl<line."
thenewmilitarydoctrine,theUScoui<:J.quickly armed forces have a long way to go before
insertrapiddeploymentforcesatth_efirstsign they can institute an·effective policy for
. "Very impressive," says Minh. 'We kind withthererulumpsofcookiedough."
ought to call you 'Hunk-ra' or 'Beefcake - -Nadinebeginstothrowbooksatthebothof of some international crisis. Tiley would fix · conductingsimilarlocalinterventionssuch
the problem, long before troops could mobi- as still seem likely in ·the post-Cold War
··
""
them.
-Beale.'-"
1
to respond, and then be withdrawn justas future. In Somalia, they are learning this the
lize
' 0ut, out, out, out!"
-,You've got a good frame for lifting too,
. hard way.
quickly.
Nadine slams the door after them.
Minh," says James. '"You know, you really
To test this pren:use, ~ush sent his new . (All references to facf? and dates are taken
''Why can't men be sensi_ti~ at the right
ought to check out the facilities at
times?" she says alC?ud.
·
Stevenson."

·

too

and

--

has

says

me some

equiPment,

you·a

had been told of the Atrerican offensive in
Somalia well ah;9d of time. The US military
W3:S arriving'to fight not the Somalis, but the
faminegrippingtheircountry.Atthetime,USleaders'' optimistically proclaimed that our
troops would _be home by :New Years.
On September 9, the militia of General
Mohammed F~ Aidid ambushed American and Pakistani soldiers on the streets of
of
M~ishu. Firing from behir¥:i a
women and children, they killed one peacekeeper.and wounded four ~re UN tanks
and helicopter gunships arrived. The peacekeepers_kiUed apout a hundred Somalis, includingatleastsomebystandingwomenand
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The submissio n below does not reflect in. any way, shape, or form the attitude of the Observer staff on
this issue. All comments regarding this subn1issio n should be directed to the author and not the
-Jeana C. Breton (Editor-in- Chief)
Observer.

Not a mista ke and t•m not sorry
by Matthew Apple
I am ..,the author" of the now
apparently infamous article
about Monica Lehmann's accident in lJ!e September 15th issue
of the Bllnl Obserwr. I wrote that
article knowing that it would
upset people. And it did. Good.
That'swhatlinte nded.Thefunnt
thing about people is that they
never seem to think about anything unless ·you throw something in their face, and if there's
one thing that Bardians have in
common with the rest of the humanrace--ifany thing,theyhave
raised to a fonn of art-it's ignoring everything that doesn't
directly concern Number One.
Before I go any further, let me
makeitquitecle arthatlnolonger
have any affiliation of any sort
withthe&niObs erotr.Iwrot,ethe
article and I take responsibility
forwhatwaswri tten;thatisJVhy
lalwayssignm ynametowhatl
write. The members of the Bard
Observer had nothing to do with
what l wrote or what l wt'"D ,vrlte
(let this serve notice.) The members of the Observer also have no
business apologizing for
thing I wrote. I wrote it, not the
Observer, and I do not intend to
apologize for anything.
I did not write the article with
the intention of vilifying the
driver of the car in the accident. I
didwriteatransc riptionofaconversation I had with Monica, as
she lay crippled in her hospital
bed in Northern Dutchess. The

same-

article was primarily a direct me. So how the hell was l sup- blame. In an accident where both County, then I intend to keep on
transcription, emphasis on the posedtogetthedriver's"sid~of parties are in motion, it is never pissingoffpeop le.I'mnouheonl y
direct; I did not add or change the story, when I had no way of entirely one party's fault; Look it one who thinks Bard has the responsibility to do some thinganything she said. I did omit, for contacting her in the first place? up. It's the law.
right'next to the ObservtY s whiny
~
who
driver,
the
Ulilike
space reasons, her comment that, And why would I have wanted to
last issue was a letter by
apology
assuaging
with
concerned
solely
wrote
I
since
although she initially was furious conta~ the driver,
of Cruger Village. She
resident
a
not
was
I
consdence,
guilty
her
students
Bard
give
to
article
the
the
of
time
the
at the driver at
accident,shedid n'tblameherfor theopportunity tohearwhatitis interestedink~ingtrackofwho was concemed....;...()utraged, you
the accident having occurred. like to have your life literally was blamed for what. The point might say-about Annandale
of the article was that Monica's Road and the Jersey Turnpike
Anyonewhorea dmyeditorialon Stripped away?
life as she- knew it is over. The Syndrome most Bard students
onlyreasonthe
Apparently,the
·
would
issue
same
page 14 of the
know that I, too, did not place driver wanted to "talk" to me Monica that came to Bard in July havewhendrivi nguponit.Idoub t
complete blame on the driver. (more like ~~verbally assault'' me) is now dead. When Monica re- Ms. Goswick is the .only person
Rather, I hold Bard primarily ·re- was to · place the blame for the turns With her wheelchair and other than myself who is fed up
'sponsible for choosing not to in- accident entirely upon Monica: walker, she will bear the physical with Bard's inaction. How about
stall sidewalks, in spite of all the UWhy didn't you say she couldn't and psychic scars of the accident, we do something instead of bicker
accidentsthatha veoccurredalong stop? That's why the accident scars that she Willbear for life. over whose fault it is and how
Annandale Road in the past. The happenedinthef irstplace?"(This Think about it. Think about lying uuntrue~' my article was. Or
driver left a message on my door is a direct quote from the driver in a bed for months, unable to doesn't Bard really care?
Usomebodyhas aproblemwith
feed yourself, or go to the bathon Wednesday afternoon and ·Over the phone.)
I wrote, I suggest you write
what
roil
even
or
help,
without
In the first place, there should room
calledmeafterdi nner.Shewanted
rverexplaining
lettertotheObse
a
at
be
may
It
side.
your
on
over
Ther~
sidewalks.
to know why I didn't write "the have been
safe to walk
it's
think
•you
why
·
can
Monica
before
year
a
least
d~
sidewalks
been
have
should
accident.
truth" of the
freeway at
Truth,aswewellknow,issu~ Clllksago.Asfo rthewholething even attempt to dance, anclshe along Annandale
you write to
suggest
I
Then
night.
to
able
be
·
never
will
probably
jectivity,sonom atterwhatl wrote being -MOllica's fault,• I believe
ask her if
and
Lehmann
Monica
What
eoncewas.
dancethewaysh
-no-fault''
ruled
theacciderihvas
to
would have been -wrong"
somebody. Of course the article and willbecoveredb yuno-faulr_ does the driver have to sustain? she'sfeelingany better.And!hop e
was None-sided"-it was a dired insurance from the driver, the Guilt and a higher btSl,ll'ance shetellsyou-e;mctly.howshefe.:ls.
transcript of what Monica told me victim and Bard. College. (Side premium. Maybe it's just me, but Becausenomatter~who'c tfJ biame,
had happened. As it is Security's note: Monica's mother infonned I don't think that compares to Monica got the shitty end of the
policy never to release names of me that Bard's insurance only having your hip and your back- deal, and there's no way you canprove that false.
those involved in incidents,·they covers $5,000, which is maybe bone shattered and rebuilt.
rfeelings,then
Andiflhurtyou
ca'stwoCatscans
enoughforMoni
the
me
told
would not have
PS.-Dm Leon, I'm so glad'you
driver'snameno reventhatofthe ($900 a pop!) and her stay in I'm so sorry. But maybe you need
your$2.18 million from the Olin
got
my
here's
So
victim.Icouldno thaveevengone Northern Dutchess. Monica's to be offended.
whydon'tyouask
Foundation.Now
too
...
thing
more
one
apology,and
likely
most
will
to BEMS, since it is BEMS's policy physicaltherapy
the Coocrete
from
m:mey
some
or
for
Bard
let
to
about
not
I'm
bad!
What
thousands.
of
tens
the
in
cost
infonnation
· to never diwlge any
of any kind. I would have had no kind of chicken-shit insurance itsresidentsconv eniently"forget' ' Foundation and build some
way to contact the driver for "her policy does Bard have? Even my thatthisaccident happened. Hthis goddamn sidermJks for the students
side"ofthestory .Theonlyreason high school, in Podunk, New is what it takes to get Bard to at this college woo really don't give a
I found out about the accident, York, has a policy of $1 million.) finallybuildsom esidewalksorto flying fuck abOut your pathetic ornot having been there myself, was 'No-fault'' means, you guessed actually try for once to deal with crestra? Or have you forgotten for
when a friend of Monica's told it, no fault. All parties share the Annandale Road and Dutchess whom this college exists?

by Kapil Gupta (SJB Chairper- education, not punishment. The
son)
SJB system is designed to be sup"I don't see why a small collection portive of both victims and perof students might not arrive at as petrators; no one comes to Bard to
manywiserestraintsasanybodyelse, become victimized by adminisespecially if their skin is at stake." - trative processes or fellow stuPaul Goodman, College Admin- dents- hopefully we are all here
istration Theorist
to become better educated.
College adminjstrations are inThe SJB d.erives its power from
variably involved with matters of a student, faculty and adminis~
student discipline. Bard, however, tration mandate. The SJB exists to
is unique among colleges for the protect the rights of all Bard studegree to which students are in- dents within the limits of its juvolved with the administration of risdiction. (For a listing of student
the disciplinary process. The SJB rights refer to the Student Hand(Student Judiciary Board) is the book: pp. 22-24, 84-93.) This
specific branch of the Student "protection of rights" is primarily
Association dedicated to "disci- achieved through the enforcement
plinary affairs." "Discipline" at of college policy, conduct regulaBard aims to protect individual tions and disciplinary procedures.
and commu~ity rights through (For more specific explanations,

refer to pp. 55-83 of the Student
Handbook.)
College policies include anumber of fairly obvious limitations
on harmful and destructive behavior; it is expected that individual students will respect the
rights of other individuals and
the college community asa whole.
No member of the Bard commu:.
nityshould tolerate property loss,
harassment or abuse of any sort.
Complaintsofthi snature,directed
against students, should be filed
in writing with me, the Chair of
the SJB. Please note that criminal
charges(with thepolice)canoc cur
even if the SJB is involved with a
case. The SJB however, does not
take cases to the police or allow
the involvement oflegal attorneys

with case hearings. (If you are
unsure if a particular personal
experience should be brought to
theSJB, talk with Gladys Watson,
Associate Dean of Students.) The
SJB also exists as a court of appeal;
meaning that if a student feels
punished unfairly, they can bring
the specific disciplinary rna tter to
the SJB. The SJB is the court of
appeal for the following sort of
offenses: motor vehicle, residence
hall, dining hall and library related. The SJB is potentially involved with all aspects of student
discipline, excluding, notably,
academic regulation violations
(suchascheating and plagiarism).
"Trial by Peers"
Cases of student infractions are
brought to the SJB by the alleged

victims, possibly a student, a staff
member or a faculty person. Case
procedure is based on the legal
tenets of "due process" and "trial
bypeers." Although Bard College
is not bound legally to support a
system as exhaustive as the actual
governmental judicial Sttllcture,
students are legally entitled to
some unspecified form of "due
process." Furthermore, \:ly \:lccoming members of the B.ud
community, we ha\·e agret."\.i to ,1
standard of behavior alx")\·c that
required in the outside w0rld (F'.
56, Student Handb0ok).
Case administrati0n occurs in
two parts following the SJB's decision to hear a case: "the hearing''
and then the "rendering of dcciccmtinued on
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Thcre'ssomethingpairifulabout
re\:iewing bad art. Maybe it's because there seems to be some un-. ·•spoken rule
in ·the art
world that
says
one
cannot judge
works ''bad"
or "good,"
only different. And I
suppose it's
true that a certain amount of respect needs to be shown for each
indiv1dual'-sexpressivevoice, but·
wnat if an individual has no mode
of expression, and/or no voice.?
.What if they just haven't gained
the skills, artistic or otherwise,
needed to create works for an audience beyond a classroom? It's a
little-like taking a younger
_sib~ing'sstick-figuresoffthefridge

and trying to argue that little
JohnnyorlittleJoaniejustdoesn't
have a ~nse of the human form.
·Well, Johnny's young, he hasn't
learned techilique or found his
artisticvoiceyet,andneitherhave
the artist's showing in Human
Form, but they haVe no excus_es::

-_The

Hl{man Fonn is the sho¥[
currently on display in the Procter
Art Center. The show features the
work of 1s artists, former Bard
s~~ent$ and all w#h a ~Oll!lllon
subject: human biology.
Whenmostofushearthewords
;'human form" in co:nnection with
the word "art," some con:_'tl!lon
images come to. mind, :wll~ther

th~ ~hgw t:night have been a suc-

cess. Nevertheless, I commend
the curator; Ross Sorma~t for
making the show -thought-provokJpg overall, even if the incHvidual pieces are mind-duijing.
Let's JaJk. more specifically
ab~u t sor_ne of the work you'll
findifyoudecidetomeande.rover
toProctE::r. Depending on which
wearemorefamiliarwiththes~- · dooryouenterfrom,·you'lleither
ewy, "proportionally correce'_ be be~ide _the work of Em!;t \foss,_
forms of da Vinci, voluptuous creator of the aforementioned faRubens{' ot Matisse's joyful lin- cial _self-portraits, or that of
earity. These archetypal art im- Bronson. Smith. For simplicitj's
ages are of whole bpdies, usua~'y sake, let's pre?u!l1-e that yqu're
nude~nd oft~n female. What I did entering from the Kline direction,
like about the Procter show was h_eading '·over to Procter for a
tbatitquestioned thesetraditiona_l little..~des5ert.
that case, you'll
assumptions about what defines find Vosrt four,n!lmericallytitled.
the human form.
sel!-'portraits to your right. I
.Among. t}le 42 paintingS in the overheard two art students dis- Steers'paintingsarepoinographic and you'll stop long enough to
show, the "forms" depicted cussingtheshowand,one~d:"I perse,butsomethingaboutthem examine. the whipped cream texranged from 5" by 8" facial self- _thoughtthiswasastudentshow," does leave' me with the· feeling lures on Kunio- Izuka's "Where
-portraits, to_ stigmatized, boqiless ~and the _other responded:"A stu- thatl'veintentionallybeenshown Are WeGoing?';beforeyoumove
hands. This kind of experiment- dent show would be better." I somethingtasteless,justtohavea ori to somethirig that hasn't been
ingwith the term "form''. is_~ally -haven't been. "involved long reaction elicited. For example, donebyMatisse200timesbefore,
what art's all ~bo:ut; .exploring enough in the "Bard art depart- thepaintingi~JueDressndepicts in~ much more artful fashion,
boundaries and ch;;Uienging pre- ment to judge ~at for myself, but a woman in two-inch heels hold- . soJDethi.ng like Bronson Smith's
conceptions. If oniy these forms Ihave~nplentyofstudentwork, ingon to her underwear. The fact more traditionally recognizable
could ~ve been executed with ataJ1,igh-school and college level that the viewer cannot be sure nude figures. ·
morematurity~ntheartists'parts, and, whileabilityv~ries,Icansay whether the figure is· donning,
Smith's two ·on paintings en·~i~l!. ~onfid~nce _thatl~v~ seen remo:ving or just gripping her titled, usit~ing and Standing
better work, better painting done underwear, points to ari underly- Nude" and"Standing Nude" are
by ·well-taught seventeen-year- ingweaknessinall threeofSteers' 5ensuous, thic~ly painted works.
olds.. Voss'" self-portraits were works: ambiguity of intention. I find m~lf somewhat attracted
poorly-painted, poorly-drawn, · Often one cannot determine the to her obvious reverence for the
sadly out-o~-proportion pieces, positioning of the figures' bodies huma~ form, her-des!re to sculpt
yet they were also some of the and thenatureottheenvironJ!lent ttte play of light and shadow and
best things- I saw in the show. they are in, mostly as a result of a her fearless manipulation of the
Thatisevensadderthanhispro- lack of strong shadow. Indeed paint. What bothers me is
portion. The self-portrait entitled "ambiguityofintention" could be Bronson's over-enthusiasm (a
11
078-74-5975"(I'mstillwondering themottoforallof'~umanForm" sharp contrast
the iaziness of
if that's his social-security num- becauseeverytirnellookat these previo-usly-mentioned works) .
. ber) was the best of the four: the pieces I ask myself, did he/she It's almost as though she can't
spaCE! between his eyes was ali ttle mean to paint this that way, and is make up her mind to stick to one
more believable, and the light de- this how that figure is supposed · value: she has to s.mear other, enscribed on his chin was almost to appear? From a technical point tircly unrelated, colors on top of
painted well enough to make me of view, Steers' paintings exude the initial value choice, to justify
look twice to see how he'd ~one_it. the same adolescent sclf-indul- that choice. I want to say to her: if
Thrproblem with Voss' paintings gencethathissubjectmattcrdoes: you didn't choose the right value
.is that they're completely unno- his painting is blatantly lazy, as if change it, don't try that pathetic
ticeable; they shrink into the cin- he thought he would !ry to get COf!lprol!lise. ~owever, if you've
der-block, and even if they are · away with it, probably in the same been walking through tbe show
noticed, they're completely for- way he thought he would try to in the same order I'veheen regettable. 'J1le atmosphere is such succeed with his showy figures. vie~ngit, this is the most mature
thattheyimpela viewer to ignore These are deceptive paintings. work you've come across so far,
"them;thelackofcontrastbetween Don't be fooled by their flashi- so enjoy it while you can.
light and d~rk values and the con- ness, and gutsy perspective (one
You might start to think things _
formity of strokes is downright good thing I can say}; the paint- . are looking up still more when·
depressing.
ing is poor, and the mood is flat. you move on to 'Alan Bassett's
Let me just assume that you'll four pieces. I deduced that these
Meanwhile1 acrossthelinoleum,
Hugh Steers' paintings beg for be passing by Ross Sormani's ju- are small, originally 'Plack and
your attention like a Playboy on a venile, flat, opaque, "human- white photocopy transfers which
magazine rack, using essentially form-as-puppet" paintings as were painted over in color. an
the same techniques. It's not that swiftly and unhesitatingly as I did
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continued on page 10

Sometimes, all you can really
do is shrug your shoulders. Take
a deep breath, let the past escape
you. Then
gather your
courage, wisdom
and
strength, then
tum your face
to the future
and do your
best. That's
how I face another class session. And it might
be exactly what the Bard fall athletes need to do now.
This hasn't been a spectacular
season by any measure; in fact
it's pretty discouraging so far.
However, only the players themselves know how hard they've
worked, how much talent they've
cultivated and fostered; and how
ultimately frustrating it is when
all the talent and teamwork culminates in one final factor: a great
big "L."
For the men's varsity ·soccer
teaJil, this frustration is quite
acute. Despite the skills, talent,
depth and strength of their team
this year, it has not come together
for them. Last week, the Men
were Defeated by Caldwell College on Thursday, 0-4; and then
they were beaten soundly by
Teikyo Post University0-13. This
brings their record to 0-7, and
that's a very hard thing to recover from. However, the men
do have nine games remaining,
and they should be able to pull
together for some of the remaining matches.
Women's Varsity Soccer is also
having a tough season, falling to
a record of 0-6. Last Thlllrsciav

they battled hard in a loss to Albany College of Pharmacy.
Julianne Voss scored two goals
for Bard, but it wasn't enough,
and Bard lost 2-4. Three days
later, the women travelled to
Southern Vermont College and
were shut out 0-4.

conference team, so their conference records improve to 3-0 for
CACC competition, and 2-0 for
lAC. Overall, the team is 7-3 for
the season.
Last Tuesday, Bard hosted
Mount Saint Vincent College and
started slowly, but then
steamrolled to a 16-14, 15-6, 15-5

Women's
Tennis
T
h
e
women's varsity
tennis
team has had
its
season
shortened by
rain-outs and
postponed
matches, but
they did manage to play
against
Stevens Tech
last Saturday.
Unfortunately, the
squad was
overpowered
in all of their
matches, taking only one set from any of the
matches they played (in topranked player, Laurie Curry's,
match). As a result, they fell to a
record of 0-2.

Women's Volleyball
The only varsity bright spot is
the women's volleyball team, who
are racking up wins left and right.
In last week's competition, they
faced four opponents and won
three of the four matches. The one
lostwas
match

victory. Then, on Saturday ,it was
off to St. Joseph's, where a marathon tournament became a very
impressive victory for the women.
Ina three-of-five match, Bard came
away for the victory 16-14,13-15,
15-12, 16-14. In the game, setter
Misti Williams had 37 assists, 3
digs and 6 service aces. Outside
hitter Shiloh Burton had 9 kills of
herown. But,alwaysimpressive,
Dana MacDonald's performance
earned her the Female Athlete of
For the

Intramural tennis has a somewhat longer schedule, and fewer
games have been played. So far,
Ben Gooley has an edge in the
field, defeating Gabor Bognar 7-6,
6-3 and Chris Stevens 6-3, 6-2. In
other action, David Yee defeated
Michael Poirier 6-2, 6-4, and
Damnath DeTissera defeated Jeff
Ledwell6-7, 6-2, 7-6._
In upcoming event news, this
-Friday and Saturday will be the
date for some once-off intramural
sports. On Friday, a badminton
tournament will be held for men's
and women's singles and mixed
doubles teams. Interested in slammingashuttlecockoveranet? Sign
up atthegymoffi~esbySeptember
28th. Then on Saturday, the
struggles of L&T come to fruition
Intramurals
with Bard's first intramural sand
The intramural volleyball tournament. Field a
3-on-3 basketball team of four people (co-ed, please),
competition is andgetarostersheetfromthegym
underway, and and turn it in by September 29th.
after two days of Hey, it's cold, crisp, and the air is
competition, the thin. Sounds like beach weather to
aptlynamedGod me!
Squad team has
Don't Forget!
won each of its
There's lots of fun activities still
two games and going on at the Gym, including the
taken the top spot among the · infamous Fi~ to rlorida prothree-team league. On Thursday, gram! It's still not too late to work
September 16, they defeated your way to key west, in a sense.
Botstein's Minions, 61-53. Then Sign up for a fabulous fashion
the following week they defeated statement at the gym!
NewYorkTelephone,32-16. New
In addition, don•t forget about
York Telephone and Botstein' s the two weekly group walking sesMinions have split their two sions. Every week, Stevenson
meetings, the Minions taking sponsors Walk for Health, two 45down New York Tel on the 16th minutewalks. Thewalkstakeplace
by a score of 60-50. The following on Wednesdays at 8:15am, and on
week, Telephone turned the tables Fridays at 12:15pm. Each walk
on the Minions, beating them 68- meetsinfrontofLudlow. Get those
60. This Thursday will be the last Reeboks pumped up, and get in
date of regular season play.
stride. Good Luck!
'J'

was 82.7, and her completed pass
percentage was at 94.2. Later in
the day, Bard put aside Medgar
Evers College in a two-of-three
match, 15-5, 15-2. For the entire
day, Dana racked up 20 kills, 9
aces, 4 blocks and 6 aces.
However, Bard's losing streak
ended against Baruch College
yesterday,asthey
fell by a score of
8-15,10-15,14-16.
In the last game
of the match, Bard
actually had an 12 lead before
Baruch stormed
back for the victory.
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Art review continued
continued from page 8 port on atomization, and Richard

interesting but fairly common
idea. What is novel about the
works is their presentation of the
human form either forcefully
gesturing or somewhat contorted
as in one of the pieces, #Nut
#l"which depicts a naked man in
a gymnastic "bridge." Bassett's
work is interesting to look at, but
it failed to hold my attention for
very long: looking at it was more
like lookingatpleasant,complete,
neat pictures rather than examiningaworkthatforcestheobserve r
to work and explore and question.
I felt very distant from these
pieces, a sentiment almost identical to that I experienced when I
looked at Oaire Libin' spaintings,
which have that same toned-down
illumination, soft texture and picture quality. It's hard for me to
criticize this style as it leaves me
contented,butnotreallysatisfied :
like a bland meal that fills your
stomach without appealing to
your taste buds.
I'd rather be full than feel
nothing at all, which is how I feel
when I look at Joan Tomlinson's
u +I-" which looks like the visual
aid lor a junior high student's re-

Pitt's "Standing Figure," a ''human form" which resembles a
dwarfed disco-king painted by
Uchenstein. Lichenstein had more
sense of content.
On the more redeeming side of
the show are the paintings by
Rebecca Weissglass, which are my
favoritewithpaintasamedium. I
like Weissglass' work because of
thewaysheusespaint: what looks
like messy smears are actually
carefully described lights and
darks. But I get annoyed by her
cute, little caricatures in"Again,"
I feel almost as though she's undermining her own painting
ability.
After you pass by Weissglass'
works, you might as well just tune
out because you probably won't
remember the other paintings
anyway, but do stop for a moment
beforeexitingand look at Rebecca
Weinstein's four pieces, ''Annunciation,'' "Stigmata," ''Deposi·
tion" and "Stigmata." Weinstein
manages to achieve several remarkable things with her bodiless
hands and feet and her floating
stigmata that no one else in the
show does; she creates entirely

unique work, she makes the
viewer wonder, and she does so
gracefully and unself.-consciously.
The other artists in Human Form
should learn from her ability to
use a little to say a lot.
Despite those few artists in
whose works I found found some
sanctuary,I feel pretty much bored
and apathetic about this whole
show. I can't even seem to muster
up some healthy, passionate hatred, which might indicate that
this work has a controversial edge.
I overheard Professor Grossberg
critiquing the work with his students; he wanted them to see how
little ability one actually needs to
receive notice in the art world.
When talking to hisstudentsabout
one more unmemorable pici:e by
Lawrence B. SaJander, Grossberg
said: "These are just like Max
Beckman's paintings; if you want
to see the real thing just go get a
book on his art out of the library."
Icouldn'tagreemore;ifyou want
to see original, well-painted human forms go look up da Vinci or
Rubens, or Matisse. You Will find
it much more satisfying.

v
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Student Life Committee report
by Goldie H. Gider
The Student UfeCommitteemet
this past week to discuss, among
other issues, the opening of new
club space in the basement of
Tewksbury. At the Student Fo~
rum, Sally Mehrtens had announced a meeting for club heads
to request the space. For those
who were unable to attend, the
following is a short review of
pertinent information.
There are two rooms currently
available in the basement. Each is
approximately 8' by 6' and will be
shared by 2-3 clubs. If your club
would like to share space with
another club, please request it.
Access to the rooms will be by
security only, and lh;e names of
the co-signers of the budget (~n
less otherwise requested) will be
listed as authorized persons. The
space is probably more useful as
office than meeting space. When
more club space becomes available, the SLC will contact club
heads. Until then, interested parties should send Sally a description of the type of space sought
and for what purposes.
A further note on the locking of
dorms: although the Student Forum passed a "Roam-Free'' pro-

posal (the vote represented ap- adjustment easier. The Student
proximately 10% of the student
body), "the SLC would like to reiterate the policy agreed on by the
administration and respected by
Student Government. The locking
of dorms goes back to a proposal
approved by a Student Forum.
Two years passed because of a
stale-mate as how to implement
the proposal. As crimes continued
(80% of crimes are committed by
fellow Bard students), the school
began to implement the approved
policy this fall.
. In response to certain substantive complaints, Dean.ofStudents
Shelley Morgan will be meeting
with Vice President Dimitri
Papadimitriou this week to discuss the receptionist/buzzer systems. The Dean of Students' office
informed the SLC in
rec:ent
meeting that the locking of dorms
coincides with the Security Act
and as a protective measure for
the school's liabili ty,as well as the
students'. Between the approval
of the proposal and the implementation, the school has heard
many parents' concerns over the
lack of security in the late evening
hours. The SLC hopes this has
shed some new light on the issue
and perhaps. helps to make the

a

Life Committee and the Dean of
Students office realize that, as with
any policy, the transition period
is difficult, but the locking of
dorms with the approval of students and attempts to improve
the system are going on now. If
serious problems persist, please
feel free to con tact any member of
the SLC or the Dean of Students
office.
There has also been some very
positive ne~s concerning the
implementation of E-Mail or
Internet to the Bard campus. Representative members of the SLC
met with Fred Foure, head of the
Bard Bulletin Board Service and
Jeffrey Katz, head of the Stevenson
Library. A possible proposition
would be to set up an E-mail terminal (through Fred's computer system} in one of the rooms of the
library. Use of the computer will be
limited at first until more students
can get codes and acquaint themselves with the system. There will
be more details in the weeks to
come.
A final note: the defensive driving courses for students will begin
soon, and the trips to the local area
should begin soon after Reading

Week. ·
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---Student Judiciary Board continued

continued from page 7
on." Throughout the process, the
laintiff (the person complaining)
ld the defendant (the accused)
:e either dii:ectly involved or in•rmed of relevarit information.
:epstomaintaincaseconfidentiaiL.f are integrated into the process.
he hearing exists· to detennine
·hat occurred, who was involved,
1d so forth, potentially involving
itnesses and evidence.. The renering of the decision occurs afte~
leboardisma~e~fficientlyaware

f what is exactly the substance of
1e case. The d,ecision is. mad.e by
le board; which, in a typical case
tuation, is composed of four stuent members of the SJB, the stuent Chair
SfB, the Dean of
tudents,afacultymernber,andan
:lditional·administrator. The SJB
,entitied toimposesanctions~hen
le guilt of the defendant is ''clear
ttd compelling." Sanctions are
leallyeducationalandnotpunitive
t their purpose. Possible sanctions
\elude social probation containing
rovisos
community service,
nes, and loss of privileges. More
mous sanctiol').S include suspenion, deferred (until the end of the
emester}_ s~pension, arid expulion. Sanctions~ delermined ac-

of the

of

~

.

cording to the seriousness of the
infraction. SJB decisions can be
challenged by a' stUdent; suspensions and expulsions are first appealed to
Grievance Coinmit.:.
tee, while all other sanctions can be
appealed directly to President
Botstein.
Individually Empowered
~eyond the specifics of "what if"
scenarios involving SJB cases, it is
important to remember what ini-,
tiat~s SJB cases. It doesn't matter
how fair or well-crafted the· case
procedure is, if no one decides to
use it. By and large, the entire task
of enforcing student rights is beyond the singular potential of the
SJB.
The "administrative" enforcerrient of our rights comes from.' a·
_numberof5ourcesincludi"ngCam:pus Security, the Dean of Students

-the

Office,PeerCounselors,theS]Band
the ·Grievance ·.Committee. More
importantly, we students are p<r
tentially the· prilniuy. enforcers of
. ourrights. '1mforcement''heredoes
~ot imply the selective imposition
of ~e will;-<>f-th~few, it means the
p:rotectionofp:re-ex!stingstandard
of conduct and student rights. I
sincerely hope that all of us ~1
. it.\di~~~~y empowered -to chaf-

Jl1aJam,e 1;/w q~ 2~ 'd,

ienge acts of injustice and destruc- wh~re on 'campus.
my hope that the Bard comnu.iiuty
[beginning] here on
If members of the community will act supportivcly towards the
campus.
·
·can regulate their own behavior, realizationotthisgoalofindividual
. Thedegreetowhichwestudents the SJB will not be called upon to responsibility.
takeresp6nsibility
our own ac- hear any caSes. This would be a
[Students should refer to the SJB
tions as a group is the degree to good thing, presum!ng a willing- GuidelinesintheStudcntf-Iandl:xx>k
which external [institutional] ness among the student body to forfurtherinfonnation.AshcctcaUcd
checks and regulations on our fr~- utilize the SJB as a pOSitive expres- ''InitiatingaProcccding \Vith thcSJB"
doms become redundant. In our sion of theirun~ll_i!l~css to tol¢r- is available in the Dean of Students
dependenceoninstitutionalsources ate acts which threaten the devel- Office,
'Will soon be made availof security, we are sometimes sub- · opment of a supportive~. open and able through your Peer Counselors.
jecttothelimitationsofinstitutional . pluralistic social environment. Contact Kapil Gupta, SJB Chair, or
mechanisms: which result, for_ex- _ ''Let'skeepthedoorsunlocked"- Shelley Morgan, Dean of Students,
ample, in the logic supporting-the literally and metaphorically. It is with questions or concerns.}
locking of all residence halls. Re- 1::~~~=-;;;~~t>C~~~-'"!":w~>~~'"-~--""'-------------....:........;.-.
member that, if there were no theft,
. /----~
hypOthetically: there would. be
! W!tl AltJ;. )):j ~l.l
nee4. to lock anything. The ac.tivi-- .
'f 54 R£W.,-::r~r 'It>
lies of the S)lf Wlii be evcitiUaliy
,., ...
detfmnined by our ac;tions as a
~
community: composed of'both individual inappropriate behaviors
and the community resp(>nse to
such ~s. Allow me t~ poirit out
some specmc''empiricil evidence
thatreflectsupon the Bard community as a whole- the bcllancesheet
of the campus Barnes
Nobles-·.
Bookstore. On this comparaHve· ·~· .
statistic, Bard is nationally nimked
#1 for inddenre of theft. We, as
conuriunity~ ·should consid~r the.
poSsible correlation betweeri theft
in the -boOkstore and thefts else·why don't we~
~tive ~avior

Aries (Mar.21-Apr.19): If you believe in magic; magicalthlngs willlappen to you. If you scorn others; you will be ~rned·
TaUJ=Us (Apr.20-May 20):· When the world is urifair, and you think
hat everyone is picking ort you for no good reason, then you ought
:o just stop and reconsider how good life actually is.
Gemini (M.ay21-Jun.21): You will find this week that your intuition.
..villlead you to new and. fine places. Trust your common sen5e, and
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know what movies

are playing?

weekly horoscope

>eware ~f paper cuts.

for

.. ·. ~ . . . ···

Cancer (Jun.21-Jul.21): Do not' vandalize any soda machines this
..veek. And remember, salting ruins the machine while hooking and
:ipping only rip the next person off.
Leo (Jul.227Aug.22)! Ask yourself what you really want this week
md then go getit. I see good prosperity for·you in the coming month.
Virgo (Aug.23-Sept.22): For certain you will get some sort of reward
:or just being you. Rain falls on the undeserving bad as well as good,
uid crops will grow with rain. .
.
.
Libra (Sept.23-0ct.23): The stars are in your favor for-h(lppy and
oyfurlove. Don't let your expectations be· stronger than your reality.
When loved ones are away, use no substitutions.
Scorpio (Oct.24-Nov.21): If it is truethat love is blind, then you
·eally ought to wear glasses this week. You are without a doub.t going
:o fall hopelessly. So watch you step!
Sagittarius (Nov.22-Dec;21): Of all the signs of the Zodiac you are
?tone to doubt yourself at timeS, and feel stronger at other times. If
you really want to enjoy yourself, just let loose.
Capricorn (Dec.22.:.Jan.19): Outrageously, your enemies will experienc~ monetary gain while you are left in the dust. Pick yourself up,
md go P!ay Mortal Kombat.
.
·
...
Aquarius (Jan.20-Feb.18): For every moment you stall, your chances
w~ decrease. Quick action ~nd wise ~~cisions are called for now.:.
Pisces (Feb.19-Mar.20): Thmgs aren t really as bad as theYi appear.
Love will float into life the way _pollen clogs allergic noses.

Dear Biud ObServer:·
WhynotexchangeSeanO'Neill's
pithy fiction* with some Vital
information. ..suchas what movi~
areplaying(Fri/Sun)in theStudent
Center. Maybe this info isn't delivered to your doorstep, butlknow
you have feet. And, I assume _a
_phone. Go for it!
.. - ·
Ulan Friedland
*AKA: A Strong Weekly Series.
Dear Ulan:
_
The Observer would love to inform the student body of whal the
Film and Entertainment committees have planned for each weekend, but it is difficult when they
don't hang posters until after the
paper comes out. Do you know
whom we should call to fix this?
Please let me know, and I will.~~ .
Sc~ a space each week for cillsf.: ...
i~g of the movies and bands that.
will be playing. 1 won't, however,
removeMr.O'Neill'sAnotherView
pieceforthatinformation.Hisstory,
like this letter from you, has every
righttobeprinted.Ifyouhavcany
further conunents and concerns
please write again.
'
Jeana c. Breton
Editor-in-Chief

:P.~,r~:::::,Q.~:~=~.fY:.~·r,_,l;di~orial Policy
·····.········

,All

.·... ·: ..-:·..

.·.·...··.·

.sub_missi:c).~~;om~~£J:;.e.turned in to ~ither campus

':_ '.:.friC)H .~.f. _our: T~wksbu..Y office no .later than Spm the

·· Friday before the issue for which they are intended.
Space. on the Another View and Letters pages works on
·C) first come basis; if we cannot fit your submission in
one week, it
be guaranteed space the next week.
We do not exclude any material unless it is slanderous,
or does not include the name of the author. Classifieds
are free to Bardians and cost $0.10/word per issue for
all those in our local region. For more information on
'our policies or advertising rates please
(914) 758;..
. .
·0712 or writ~:.
.
· · ··
·Bard Obseriter Bard College Box 185 Annandale, N. Y."12504
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WEDNESDAY. SE.PTEMBI;R 29

*-Anyone for cricket? Cricket, lovely cricket. ..every Sunday lnside'or near
Stevenson Gym, 3:~0p. Contact Danmath (752-7348) ~r Shehrcyar (752-7275)
for more information.

Health. Sponsored by Bard's Athle~c department. Meet in

Ludlow, 8:15a. Walk la~ts for 45 minutes, wear comfortable footwear.

* Fren~h !able. -Kline P~esid~nt's R;,om, ~:30·6:~0p.
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·* Holy Eucharist at Church ·of St. John the

~

Michael ~roth, Ph.D. c~ndidatc at Binghamton University, will give a lecture
entitled "The ]~~~rpersonal Politics of Sl~very, Manumission and Abolition in
Antebellum Dutch~ss County, New York." Olin 20_2, 6p.
· ·

10a.

* Schola cantorum Choral music in the Bard Chapel, 6p.
*

* Arts isy-~posium. Paul Br~ch~-paintet:, wri~er, professo; a~d adnunistrator,

Com~unity

Eucharist. Bard Chapel, 7p.

* . Tomb of caiaphas.

11
Discussion of the ossuary of the high priest who
r>resi?ed at th~ time of Jesus' death. Bard Chapel, 7p..

will lectq_re on his ~?rk. Olin Auditorium, 7p.

.

*

A.W.E. Meeting. Bard's Environ111ental club meets every Wednesday Albee
· Social, 7P:
~

Evan~elist,

-

* M.ONDAY.

··--*.Co~~~~~-~~~~~J-~ill giv~ a l~tur~ ~~;i;;ed, 'W.E.B. Dubois: Bl~k is

~ - - _ ~ · ~bs~nrer s~.ff
Bea~tifu~.'' Dr. Ber~ey is a poet an_d founder of the Harlem Writer's Guild. She
of Aspanwall, Bp.
currently teaches Afric~n and Islamic Literature and_African.~Studies at Vassar. · -- --·
Olin Auditorium, 7p.
.
·
~ .
·· - -·. ~~--

.:

-*

~OCTOBER

*· .:·.· :.

4

.:-!:

Me~!ng .Must bring your own goat chee~.

TUESDAY. ·OCTOBER 5

~-:~

Third Floor

*

.

* Scotti~ c~.~- Dance ciub.-Learn ji~, r~ls an; -~¥;at~~peys luc~ .~~::~~-;.~ s~i..:t ~~~~~u~~~ Gr;~-;~ for studen~ with, or recovering from, e~ting

listening to traditional Sco-ttish Music. Manor Uving
·
•

* THURSDAY.

RoOm -7i3o-9:30p.--.

r

---

SEPTEMBER 30 *~

---disorders and for students dealing with issues of '_"'eight, appearance ·and body
- image. Come to talk or listen. Upstairs in the Student Center, 5:30-6:30p.

*. La Tav~~ ---~ita E conversazlone Keep-)rour.Ucili~;FliJ;t~~~te~Jc:un:--~·'* Luis Bunuel
screening. See Bunuel's 'Woman Without Love," 1951.
7
Presldent•,_lRoO~ S-7p.
~'

~:.=::;-- n~

~,,

-

· ·

•nT_"'-~ - ~ -~ ~ ~ -

~

Preston, P·

~

-- r!!-- _- ~

~--

~ .,~ .-----.,~;!;

~~rh~Jt __:_

~

~~

' ROOII!•
*' san. Col~e- Folk
Society nieeung this. Thursday in ~ Kline ciJmmftiee·~ * Human Form. An exhibition of paintings that depict the human figure will be
·
, · _
:
_
'. · -on view.
Art
Last day of this show.
-_
•

-

•

.&;~P·

·-~-
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~-.0;':. . . · -
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_-- ~----~:-=--=-~·~_._ ~. . ·
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C~nter.

~:-~~-~~---~-~?#"""~..;.~~:~;~·<--~ <~-~~-

* ~~!~lies ~~yanous Meeting.·Thursday nights, 7:30-p.
•

't--

P~

-*Thursday
Bisexuals, ACtivists, Gays, Lesbians, Et al. B.A.G.L.E. will meet this
Club Room In the Old Gym, 7p. All intere5-ted are welcome. .
-:•

•'

.. ~_

,

. ~~

.

*- W~~k I=R! H~lth. ~rd's Athletic <;teparbnent is sponsoring a series of waiking

tours. Meet in front of Ludlow, 8:15a. Walklastsfor45minutes, wear

~~----~~; -·-~= ~~-~~~~~~:. ~ ==- ~~:-::.~~§ihlortable_fgotwear.

Distinguished Guest Lecturer Series. Richard L. Schmalensee, Professor
of E~o~prr\ics, MIT;WIIl give a Iechiie entitled, ''Recent
in _Energy aii.(f'
A.W.E. Meeting. Bard's Environmental cluh meets eveiy Wednesday. Albee
Environmg__n~l Pq_licy." Levy Institute,_ f:IP·
~
~ _~ -~·-~ _. ___ . _ . Social, ?'P·

*

·nevefopments

* \_

offeeh_ouse sPonsored by the Bard Colleg<!Folk SoC1ety, deidi.le. 9p. If
y6t.d like tb perform, please contact Dave Loebell bJ Campus Mail, or call 752-7352.
/,4'
-- ~ -_
.r

*

Constance Berkley will give a lecture entitled, ''Zora Neale Hurston' and A rna
Bontemps: Harvesting." Olin Auditorium, 7p.
.

*

Bard•s .J :hristian Fe~lowship will meet this Thursday Bard Chapel,
.--· 9:30p-. Everyone is welcome, Christian or not.
.
.
-

-

.

-;-_--.- -

~7-~=,-".;.~,-----~-="'.:-:-:::---~--s

* Walk For HeaHh. Sponsored by Bard~;Athletic dep~r7~~nt~~~;~- i~-.:... ~=-~~
front of Lu~jow, 12:15p. Walk lasts for 45 minutes, wear comfortable footwear.

- works of
concert at

van Beethoven. ·Olin Auditorium, pre-concert talk af~p,
· -- ·--- - ·-- ·
· · ---- -...,~-

·e-

*

AnthropoliJgy Film. "Small Happiness" is' a documentary about
women in a Chinese village. The second in a three part series. Olin 2~3, 7p.
- - - ---.
. . .
}

*

"Playing Wrth-Fire. Tw(; one act plays by August Strindberg. Bard
Sce&a Shop Theater, 8p. Play runs through Oct. 5, with a 3p matinee on Oct. 3.
11

